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LEGAL UPDATE

WHAT'S NEW:

 

Currently, the Investment Law 2014 could be considered as one of
the most important legislation on the investment environment in
Vietnam. Generally, Investment Law 2014 has brought a positive
impact to the FDI of Vietnam. Since the effective date of Investment
Law 2014, the foreign investment capital into Vietnam has been
increasing year to year, in both investment value and number of
transactions, especially the M&A transactions. 

However, after five years of enforcement, the Investment Law 2014 has revealed several disadvantages, such as the
confusion between the procedures of selection of investor and the auction of land use right procedures in
accordance with Land Law, or the confusion between the investment procedures under Investment Law and other
procedures under other laws, especially the construction law. Therefore, the Vietnam’s Government is proposing the
new Investment Law, trying to resolve the issues arising out of the enforcement of Investment Law 2014, as well as
to make the Investment Law compatible with other laws in the system. Here are several remarkable issues under the
latest draft of Investment Law:

Expected changes to Vietnam’s

investment environment



If this principle is passed and come into effective, it
could be regarded as in order to be selected as the
investor of the project, the investor needs to perform
two consecutive procedures, namely (i) the in-principle
investment approval under Investment Law and (ii) the
selection of investor under either Bidding Law or Land
Law. Although that might clarify the current situation, it
will likely extend the period of investment pre-paration
phase of a project.
 
2. Merging procedures of pre-feasibility study and
investment proposal
 
As regard the construction projects, the investors might
realize that the procedures of preparing and appraising
the pre-feasibility study report and the procedures of
the investment project proposal is similar in certain
aspect. At the moment, because those two documents
belong to two different laws, namely the Investment
Law and the Construction Law, the investor might be
required to prepare two different documents, which
might cost the investor more time and expenses.
 
To resolve such situation, under the draft Investment
Law, Article 34 provides that the investor is entitled to
use the pre-feasibility study report for the purpose of the
project proposal document under investment law
procedures. That change could be expected to be
applied unitedly in Vietnam.

Clarify the confusion regarding the selection of
investor under Investment Law and other laws

1.

 
Currently, the selection or appointment of investor might
be governed by three different laws, including (i) In-
vestment Law 2014, (ii) Bidding Law 2013 and (iii) Land
Law 2013. The overlap of those three laws has caused the
confusion to not only the investor but also the ad-
ministrative bodies.
 
Regarding such issue, the latest draft of the Investment
Law has provided for the principle of selection of the in-
vestor, in particular:
 
“As regards the projects subject to the in-principle in-
vestment approval, concurrently subject to land use right
auction under Land Law or bidding for selection of investors
under Bidding Law 2013, the competent agencies shall issue
the in-principle investment approval first and then assign
the competent agencies to organize land use right auction
or bidding to select investors afterwards”
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3. Application of merger review under Competition Law 2018
 
Article 25 of the latest draft provides that one of the conditions for the investor to purchase or contribute capital
into an enterprise is to satisfy the merger review procedures under Competition Law 2018. According to the
Competition Law 2018 and its secondary legislations, the investor needs to notify the Vietnam’s competition
authority if the transaction fall into one of the following circumstances:
 
“a) Total asset available in the Vietnamese market of a company or a group of affiliated companies of which
the company is an affiliate must be worth VND 3,000 billion or more in the fiscal year preceding the planned year of
economic concentration; 
 
b) Total sales or purchase volume arising in the Vietnamese market of a company or a group of affiliated companies
of which the company is an affiliate must be worth VND 3,000 billion or more in the fiscal year preceding the planned
year of economic concentration;
 
c) Value of all economic concentration transactions must be worth at least VND 1,000 billion;
 
d) The joint market share of enterprises intending to participate in the economic concentration program must
account for at least 20% of total share of the relevant market in the fiscal year preceding the planned year of
economic concentration.”
 
With such clarification in the Investment Law, it could be regarded as from now on, Vietnam’s government
agencies shall put more attention to the merger review, including the transactions being performed by the foreign
investor. Therefore, it is also necessary for the investor to review the competition provisions to avoid any
compliance risks that might arise.
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Disclaimer:
 
The contents of this Legal Update do not constitute legal advice and do not necessarily  reflect the opinions  of  our firm  or  any of
our attorneys or consultants. This Legal Update provides general information, which may or may not be correct, complete or
current at the time of reading. The content is not intended to be used as a substitute for specific legal advice or opinions. Please
seek appropriate legal advice or other professional counselling for any specific issues you may have. We, NDTC & Partners,
expressly disclaim all liability relating to actions taken or not taken based on any or all contents of the Legal Update.


